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An approximation theorem to a solution to an equilibrium 

problem in complete CAT(l) spaces 
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Let K be a nonempty set and f: K x K→股 afunction. Equilibrium problems are 
defined as follows: Find z0 E K such that 

f(zo, y) ~ 0 

for ally EK. 
In 1994, Blum and Oettli defined a mapping called resolvent for equilibrium prob-

lems on Banach spaces. In 2005, Combettes and Hirstoaga showed many important 
properties about resolvents of equilibrium problems in Hilbert spaces and made con-
tribution to the development of the approximation methods for equilibrium problem. 
The following is one of the most important theorems. 

Theorem 1 (Combettes-Hirstoaga [?]). Let H be a Hilbert space, and K a nonempty, 

closed convex subset of H. Suppose that f: K x K →股 satisfiesthe conditions (E1)-

(E4). 

(E1) f(x, x) = 0 for all x EK; 
(E2) f(x, y) + f(y, X):::; 0 for all x, y E K; 
(E3) f(x, ・): K→尺 islower semicontinuous and convex for all x E K; 
(E4) f(・, y): K→股・is upper hemicontinuous for all y E K. 
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The set of solutions to the equilibrium problem is denoted by Equil f, that is, 

Equil f = { x E K 凰f(x,y)2:0} ・ 

Define the resolvent JJ by 

J戸＝｛z EK]即J(z,y) +〈z-x,y-z〉)2:0} 

for x EH. Then JJ has the following properties: 

1. The domain of JJ is H; 
2. J f is single-valued and firmly nonexpansive; 
3. the set of all fixed points of JJ coincides with Equil f and it is closed and convex. 

A basic approach to solving fixed point problems in general normed spaces is Mann's 
type iteration. 

Further in 2018, Kimura and Kishi proposed the resolvent of CAT(O) space. One 
the other hand, in 2012, He, Fang, Lopez and Li showed a convergence theorem to a 
fixed point of a nonexpansive mapping in a CAT(K,) spaces with Mann's type iteration. 

In this paper, we obtain a convergence theorem of an iterative sequence to a solution 
of an equilibrium problem on a CAT(l) space. We use Mann's type iterative method 
to generate the approximate sequence. 

2 Prelimi reliminaries 

Let x, y EX  and I a mapping of [O, d(x, y)] into X. A mapping I is called a geodesic 
with endpoints x and y if 1(0) = x, 1(d(x, y)) = y, d(,(u)心(v))= lu -vi for all 
u, v E [O, d(x, y)]. X is called a uniquely 1r-geodesic space if for any x, y E X with 
d(x, y) < 1r, a geodesic with endpoints x and y exists uniquely. For x, y E X and 
t E [O, 1], there exists z E [x,y] such that d(x,z) = (l-t)d(x,y) and d(z,y) = td(x,y) 
which is denoted by tx① (1 -t)y. X is called a CAT(l) space if cos d(tx① (1 -

t)y, z) sin d(x, y) 2:: cos d(x, z) sin td(x, y) +cos d(y, z) sin(l-t)d(x, y) for all x, y, z E X 
and t E [O, l]. A CAT(l) space X is said to be admissible if d(u, v)く 7r/2 for any 
u,v EX. 

Let X be a metric space and T: X →X. We call x E X a fixed point of T if 
x = Tx, and denote the set of all fixed points of T by F(T). An admissible complete 
CAT(l) space X has the convex hull finite property if every continuous selfmapping 
on cl co E has a fixed point for every finite subset E of X, where cl co E is the closure 
of the convex hull of X. 

Theorem 2.1 (Kimura [?]). Let X be an admissible complete CAT{1) space having 
the convex hull finite property and K c X a nonempty closed convex set. Suppose 
that f: K x K →股 satisfiesthe conditions {E1)-(E4), Define the resolvent Rt off 
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by 

転＝｛zEK 閻 f(z,y)-logcosd(x,y) + logcosd(x,z)) 2 0} 
for all x E X. Then the fallowing hold: 

1. R1: X→K is defined as a single-valued mapping; 
2. Rf satisfies the following inequality for any x, y E X: 

cosd(x,R1y), cosd(y,R1x) 
＋く2cosd(R;x,R

cosd(x, R1x)'cosd(y, R1y)― 
(R1x,R1y); 

3. F(RJ) = Equil f and it is closed and convex. 

Let X be CAT(l) space and { Xn} C X a sequence. An asymptotic center AC({ Xn}) 
of { Xn} is defined by 

AC({ Xn}) = { Z E X 凰linm-+門pd(x, Xn) = li巴門pd(z, x→}． 
A sequence { xn} C X is said to be△-convergent to x。EXif AC({xnJ) = {xo} for 

△ 
all subsequences {xnJ of {xn}-It is denoted by Xn→ Xo. 

3 Main result 

We begin with the basic result of the resolvent on CAT(l) spaces. 

Theorem 3.1 (Kimura [?]). Let X be an admissible complete CAT(1) space having 
the convex hull finite property. Let K is nonempty closed convex subset of X, suppose 
that f: K x K→良 satisfies{E1)-(E4). Let R1: X→K be the resolvent off. Then 
the following the inequality 

cosd(v,R入1u),..cosd(u, RμJv) 
入 +μ < （入＋μ)cosd(R入jU,RμJV)
cosd(v,RμJV)'rcosd(u,R入JU)―

holds for all入，μ E Jo, oo[ and u, VEX. 

Lemma 3.1. Let X be an admissible complete CAT(1) space having the convex hull 
finite property. Let K is nonempty closed convex subset of X, suppose that f: K x 
K →恥 satisfies(El) (E4). Let｛心｝ C]O, oo[ and {xn} C X be sequences satisfying 

△ 
infn心＞ 0,Xn_:j,_Xo and d(xn,R心f%）→ 0.Then, xo E Equil f. 

Proof. Let {ni} C N be an increasing sequence皿 dzEX. Since 

d(z, XnJ S d(z, R>.nJXnJ + d(R>-nJXnJ 
S d(z, XnJ + 2d(R>-n;fXnJ, 
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we get 

limsupd(z,xnJ = limsupd(z,R入nJXnJ・
i→(X) t→(X) 

We first suppose that supnEN入nく oo.There exists { Anj} C ｛心｝ suchthat仇→
入。 E[infnEN心 SUPnEN入n].Fix j E N. Then, 

Anj cosd(xo,R凡 fXnj)+ cos d(x朽，R戸o)S（入nj+ 1) cos d(R凡 JX朽，R戸o).

Letting j→oo, we have 

入。 li~~fcos d(xo, R>..njfXnj) + li~~f cosd(x巧，R戸o)
J ● → 00 J ● → OO 

さliminf（入nj+ 1) cosd(R凡 JX巧，R戸o)
J→OO 

and hence 

入。coslim sup d(xo, R凡 JXnJ)+ cos lim sup d(x巧，R戸o)
j→oo j→OO 

：：：： （入。＋ 1)coslimsupd(R凡 f”朽， R戸o).
j→OO 

Thus, 

入。coslim sup d(x0, Xnj) + cos lim sup d(x朽， R戸o)
J ● →00 j● → OO 

ご（入。＋ 1)cos limsup d(x巧， R戸o)．
j→OO 

and therefore 

cos lim sup d(xo，凸） ：：：：： coslimsupd(x巧， R戸o).
J ● →00 j→ OO 

Consequently, we have 

limsupd(xo,Xnj) ~ limsupd(x巧， R戸o)，

J →00.  j→OO 

Since {x0} = AC({xn1}), we have x0 = R戸0.It means that x0 E Equil f. 
We next suppose that supnEN入n= oo. Then, there exists { An1} C ｛入n}such that 

％ →oo. Fix j EN. Then, 

入njcos d(Xo'R,¥nJ尻） ＋cosd(x巧，R戸o)：：：： （入n1+ 1) cos d(R凡 f”朽，R戸o).

and thus 

cosd(xo, R凡 fXn1)+ 
cosd(x朽，R戸o)~ (1, 1 

% ：：：： (1 + ½nJ cosd(R凡 f”巧，R戸o)．
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Letting j→oo, we get 

li£:~f d cos d(xo, R>-.nj JXnj) ::; li£:~f d cos d(R戸o,R入
j→00 J→OO 

巧戸nj)

and hence 

limsupd(xo, R,¥n1戸n1)2:: lim sup d(R戸o,Rら JXn1).
j→00 J j→OO 

It implies that 

limsupd(xo，凸） 2::limsupd(R戸 O,Xnj). 
j→00 j→OO 

Since {xo} = AC(｛心｝）， wehave xo = R戸o.Therefore xo E Equil f. ロ

Theorem 3.2. Let X be an admissible complete CAT(l) space having the convex hull 
finite property and K C X a nonempty closed convex set. Suppose that f: K x K→艮

satisfies the conditions (E1)-(E4), and Equil fヂ0.

Let｛心｝ C ]O,oo[ and {an} C [0,1[ be sequences satisfying infn心 ＞ 0and 
supn叫 く 1. Let R心f: X →K be the resolvent of入nffor each n E N. Let 
{xn} be a sequence defined by x1 EX, and 

Xn+l = O!nXn① (1 -an)R心fXn

△ 
for each n E N. Then, Xn __'.:;,. x。EEquil f. 

Proof. Since Equil fヂ0,let u E Equil f. From Theorem ??, 

cosd(u, R心JXn), cos d(xn, R心JU)

cosd(u,R心JU)'cosd(xn,R心fXn)
十 :S2cosd(R心JU,R心fXn)-

Since u E Equil f, we have d(u, R心1u)= 0 and thus 

cosd(u, R心 f%）＋ 
cosd(xn, u) 

く 2cos d(u 
cosd（咋，R心 f%）―

(u,R心 f%）．

It implies that cos d(u, R心JXn)cos d(xn, R心jXn) ：：：： cosd(xか u) and hence 
d(u,R心JXn)::;d(u,xn)-From the parallelogram law, we get 

cos d(u, Xn+1)：：：： CYn COS d(u, Xn) + (1 -CYn) COS d(u, R入nfXn)：：：： cosd(u,Xn) 

and hence 

n 
d(u,Xn+1)：：：：：： d(u, Xn)：：：：：： d(u, x1) < i--

2 

Therefore { Xn} is spherically bounded and d(u,%）→ c E [0, ~[. 
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Further, we have 

cosd(u,xn+l)2'. CYn COS d(u, Xn) + (1 -CYn) COS d(u, R心fXn)

2'. CYn COS d(u, Xn) + (1 -CYn) 
COS d(u, Xn) 

cosd(R心f咋心）

= COS d(u, Xn) + (1 -CYn) COS d(u, Xn) (~入□戸n心）― 1)'
which implies that 

〇:s:(1-い((1 -1) < cosd(U心＋1）-1. 
cosd(R心fXn,Xn) ― cosd(u, Xn) 

Since d(uふ） → c E [O, ~ [ and SUPnEN叫く 1,we know d(R心fXn,%）→ 0.Since 
{ xn} is spherically bounded, any subsequence { Xn;} is spherically bounded. Let 

{x0} = AC({xn}) and {w0} = AC({xnJ). We can take a subsequence {xn;) such 

that x 
△ 

n,j..'.:l.. z0 E X. From Lemma ?? and since d(R心fX叫心n'3)→0,we obtain 

zo E Equilf. Further, we have 

lim sup d(Xn, zo) = lim sup d(Xn", zo) 
n→OO J→OO 

さlimsup d(xn", wo) 
j→OO 

:S: lim sup d(xn,, wo) 
i→OO 

:S: limsupd(xn,,xo) 
i→OO 

:S: limsupd(xn,Xo)さlimsupd(xn,zo)-
n→OO n→OO 

Therefore x0 = wo = z。andthus we get {xo} = AC({xnJ) for all {xnJ C {xn}-
△ 

Consequently, Xn→ xo E Equilf. ロ
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